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inter is here already –
I wonder what sort of
a season lies ahead?
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RASCAL LODGE
7 Banjo Paterson Crescent
Jindabyne NSW 2627
Ph: (02) 6456-2169
1999 Winter Lodge Caretakers:

Alison Bombardier
Andy Speight

There were some very timely
snowfalls just before the official
start to the ski season on the June
long-weekend – let’s hope this
bodes well for a better season than
we have had over the past few
years.
Have you checked out the new
Rascal Home Page on the Internet –
isn’t it great? Congratulations and
thanks to one of our members Paul
Reeve for his inspirational work in
redesigning the site.
Amongst other things on the site
you will see that there are already
quite a number of bookings for the
popular winter weeks – so if you
are thinking of going to the Lodge
get your booking in quick-smart.
I’m pleased to say that Alison
Bombardier will be our lodge
caretaker again, ably assisted by
Andy Speight.
The recent
improvements to the lodge should
make it more comfortable for
members – we continue to get rave
reviews about the new kitchen.
Thanks to those members who

attended our two recent functions.
There was a good roll-up to the
CSE camping and outdoors shop in
Phillip to take advantage of
discounts on merchandise up to
20% off. Its popularity suggests we
should organise another similar
event? On this occasion we had an
excellent talk, and demonstration of
equipment, by Rod Roberts – many
thanks to Rod. It may not be
everyone’s cup of tea, but snow
camping, provided you are well
prepared and well equipped (and
you can pick the weather!), can be
an exhilarating experience.
Unfortunately, the weather was not
kind to us for the traditional preseason barbeque – it rained!
However, those hardy souls who
turned up at the Bentleys’ enjoyed
good food, good company and
because of the venue, we stayed
dry! Many thanks to Lynne and
Noel Bentley for their generous
hospitality – we have been invited
back again next year, so let’s hope
we get better weather!
Lastly an appeal for some help – the
Committee is still looking for a
Secretary – surely there must some
member recently separated from the
public service who yearns for those
days of committee meetings and
minute taking? The duties are not
onerous and you get to practise your
“word-smithing” amongst friends –
any volunteers please?
Enjoy the winter and drive carefully
and safely when you go to the
mountains.
Richard Emerton
President
— —— —

When I hear the word culture I reach for my … skis?

T

he following letter has been received from a company by the name of Southern Cross Cultural Exchange – it is
presented here for the information of Members.

As the RASCAL Committee knows nothing about this company or the program it is sponsoring, publication of this letter
should not be construed as an endorsement and interested members should satisfy themselves as to the company’s bona
fides. Anyone interested can contact Mike Vale for copies of the accompanying brochures.
Phone: (03) 9775 4711
Toll-free: 1-800-500-501
Fax: (03) 9775 4971
email: scceaust@scce.com.au
Postal Address
Locked Bag 1200
Mt Eliza, Vic. 3930
14 Ranelagh Drive
Mt Eliza, Victoria, Australia
18 June 1999
Dear Snow Enthusiast!
I would like to introduce you to two unique ski exchange programs available through the official non-profit
youth exchange organisation, Southern Cross Cultural Exchange (SCCE).
SCCE SNOW WORK USA is specifically designed for full-time tertiary students, aged 18-28 years, who are
available to fly to the U.S.A. in early December to work and ski until the end of February or preferably March,
2000. Applicants who are accepted onto the program are guaranteed a job offer prior to their departure to the
USA. The jobs are varied and range from ski-lift operators to general hospitality work in resorts across the US.
The SCCE Switzerland Group is a first time opportunity for Australian students aged 14-21 years, to learn and
improve both skiing and languages. Students enjoy winter sports in the Swiss Alps at a Youth Centre while taking language lessons in French, German or Italian. This International Centre offers morning classes, afternoon
sports or cultural sightseeing, and evening activities.
I would appreciate your assistance in making your members aware of these great opportunities. I hope that you
will display the enclosed brochure and flyers in a prominent position.
If you require more information or a further supply of brochures or flyers please phone us on:
1 800 500 501
Thank you for your assistance.
Regards,
SOUTHERN CROSS CULTURAL EXCHANGE
Deborah Robertson
Exchange Coordinator

Meet 2 new Committee persons for 1999/2000
Suzie Black
HELLO My name is Suzie Black. I have been a member of RASCAL Lodge since I was 7 years old. During
the winter I live down at Jindabyne working at Mt Blue Cow, and when summer comes around I move to
Colorado working with our lodge managers Alison Bombadier and Andy Speight in the Winter Park Skier and
Rider Improvement Centre.
I am studying at University by correspondence, I like mountain biking skiing and snowboarding. My dog's name is Fergy. I
believe that a big part of the future of RASCAL lies in the younger and junior members, and we need to make sure that we
keep these members current by keeping an interest in the lodge itself. I believe that small changes can make a huge difference in attitudes, such as facilitating snowboarding and storage, updating the games and books instead of relying solely on
donations or "left behinds" and perhaps providing a little more stimulation other than a ping pong table.

Angela Wydeveld
My introduction to RASCAL came when working with Mike Vale (in his previous incarnation as a Public Servant) on a consultancy tender. However, I didn't actually give joining a great deal of thought immediately as
other things kept me preoccupied - if I had known what I was missing out on I would not have let time go by
for more than a day before becoming a member and enjoying the benefits of the Lodge.
Eventually I joined 'sight unseen' and the rest is history - here I am, on the Committee... Although I am a keen skier I particularly enjoy going to the Lodge in the quiet times of the year to enjoy the peace, fresh air, walks and great scenery.

Whites River Hut – as featured in Alan Laird’s article starting on Page 6

Designs Speak Louder Than Words
days a week), or sending your
suggestions to Meg:
2) via the Club‘s e-mail address
3) via the Club’s post box

2.

Do we choose printing or
embroidery?

3.

Is this your area of expertise?

We need a garment …

4.

Do you know of anyone that can
do a great job and throw in some
steak knives?

1.

What would you and yours wear?
How many would you buy?

2.

Do you work in the rag trade?

3.

Do you know of anyone who
works in the rag trade?

he RASCAL Promotions
and
Membership
Subcommittee is currently exploring
options to design, produce and sell
one or more promotional items of
clothing (t-shirt, polo shirt, ski jacket,
bomber jacket, windcheater, cap etc).

4.

Have you organised uniforms or
club gear in a past life (please
share your experiences)?

1.

Are you a graphic designer?

Qualifiers so far are that the design
must include the RASCAL logo and
the garment must be of reasonable
quality and be reasonably affordable.

2.

Are you a struggling artist?

3.

Do you know of someone with
creative flair?

Do I hear a chorus of members’
voices in unison asking … “How can
we help you?”

4.

Help … we need a designer!!

To do your bit is as easy as :

1.

T

1) phoning Meg Krizan on (02) 62924250 between 9pm and 10pm (seven

We need a design …

A witty slogan might be nice …
Save us from my partner’s attempts
Become another RASCAL statistic
… RASCAL Lodge Jindabyne
Whole of Life Costing
RASCAL = f(membership; usage;
participation; enjoyment)
Your slogan?
In short, we need inspiration, creativity
and practical advice … and we need it
asap.
Please, please, please … pick up the
phone and help us make this work for
you and your lodge.
Meg Krizan
— —— —

We need production advice …
What colour, fabric, style …
unlimited combinations … but
which is the right one?

Some Unusual Definitions
CHICKENS:
The only animals you eat before they
are born and after they are dead.

INFLATION:
Cutting money in half without damaging the paper.

COMMITTEE:
A body that keeps minutes and wastes
hours (hey – who was the fly on the
wall at the last RASCAL Committee
Meeting?

MYTH:
A female moth.
MOSQUITO:
An insect that makes you like flies better.

GOSSIP:
A person who will never tell a lie if the
truth will do more damage.

RAISIN:
Grape with a sunburn.

HANDKERCHIEF:
Cold Storage.

SECRET:
Something you tell to one person at a

time.
YAWN:
An honest opinion openly expressed.
WRINKLES:
Something other people have. You
have character lines.
and one to tell your boss...
TOMORROW:
One of the greatest labor saving devices of today.
— —— —

Three Days at Whites River Hut: 5-7 September 1998 –
Alan Laird
No wombeagle to be seen.
The Dam was full. The spillway
coated in white, foaming, sliding
water. The aqueduct pipes were
underwater, the first time I had ever
seen them so, and were surging
tributary runoff directly behind the
dam wall. Unusually, too, the lake
was virtually ice free, save for some
remnants in the westerly arm of the
pondage.

F

orecasts are the main factor.
Rain and sleet, gale-force
winds on the peaks.
Clearing
tomorrow, fine Sunday and Monday.
It didn’t look promising. Undeterred
we (Marg, Rahn and Alan) made our
way to Guthega resort. The fog layer
hung heavily over the top half of the
mountains, and completely enveloped
the car well before arriving at the
resort. There was no way we would
attempt the Rolling Ground today and
we reluctantly agreed to walk the road
from the Power Station.
On our drive in, just after the Guthega
turnoff, we eyed what appeared to be a
wombat by the side of the road. As
we approached, the animal
transmogrified into a large and
splendid eagle.
We named it a
wombeagle.
At the Power Station it took us an hour
in the intermittent rain to decide
against going back country that day.
An overnight stay at Rascal seemed
very attractive – dinner and a warm,
dry bed. We would go tomorrow –
our four day ski cut down to three.
“Rain and sleet. Clearing tomorrow
and fine Monday and Tuesday” said
the radio announcer in an unemotional
matter-of-fact way. As if he cared
what the weather was like.
All the peaks though were crystal clear
as we parked the car at Guthega. No
wind.
Fog wisps momentarily
caressed the upper flanks of the range.

Skiable snow began about 150 metres
up from the Dam. It is then a long
slog up to the plateau leading to
Guthega Trig. Rahn was clearly the
fittest, followed by Marg. I brought up
the panting tail. It felt good to reach
the plateau as we knew most of the
climbing was behind us.
Corn snow began to fall and the
visibility wavered down to a few
hundred metres. The wind picked up
and we donned our Gore-Tex jackets
to retain warmth and to keep dry.
I reflected gloomily on the trip ahead
if the weather remained bad. I was
hoping for clear visibility at least, but
the elusiveness of this desire was
confirmed as the fog layer descended
and we were enveloped in wavering
degrees of white.
The added
responsibility for the safety of the
group was beginning to weigh, even
though the route was familiar to Rahn
and I, as we had traversed it about
three weeks previously, and in similar
weather.
But there is something
unsettling about uncertainty, not
knowing just where we are, what lies
in front, and a host of other factors
beyond our control which could
determine our destiny on the
mountain.
We rounded the northerly edge of
Guthega Trig after a short walk of 100
metres or so through snow free
bracken. A lone woman skier came
down from the slopes in front. She
was in advance of a small party on
their way back to Guthega. We turned
to a Northerly bearing along the ridge

of the Rolling Ground towards the hut.
The whiteness momentarily abated,
enabling a glimpse of the next
kilometer or so. It looked fine. The fog
returned, and the visibility vacillated
this way throughout the day.
At first the terrain was familiar, but we
must have veered differently around a
granite outcrop somewhere along the
way as we were soon confronted by
unfamiliar sights.
The face stung from the wind blown
corn-snow granules. We wrapped the
Gore-Tex hoods even tighter.
Lunch was a hurried affair in the
relative shelter of a large granite
boulder. We could barely taste the basil
in the sandwiches. Marg even forwent
her Liver Cleansing Diet concoction
which we were so lovingly carrying.
Marg noticed the lunch stop. She has a
particularly sensitive thermometer
embedded in the circulation of her
fingers. With the body not exercising
and the hands exposed, the circulation
began to shutdown. The cold hands are
not so much the problem, it is the
painful warming up process which
causes her the most distress. I helped
her with the silk inners and the thick
woollen mittens. The tears welled up
as the hands began to warm up ever so
slowly as we progressed closer to the
hut.
After progressing a few more km we
rechecked our position with the
Garman. A right turn was needed to
descend from the Rolling Ground to the
Munyang Valley and the safety of the
hut, but we were blocked by granite
outcrops with steep north-east (lee side)
snow slopes. Moving further north we
edged our way around the granite into
wide, shallow valley leading down to a
tree lined gully. At first it seemed
familiar. The Garman said we were
only 80 metres from the hut but as we
progressed neither Rahn nor I
recognised the fine level detail of the
area. We followed the creek further
downstream. Multiple ski tracks told us
(Continued on page 7)

Rahn Laird (right) and his dad Alan Laird on their
trip to Whites River hut – a bit of male bonding in a
perfect setting .

Rahn and his mum (Marg Sharp) in the same brilliant
setting.

(Three Days at Whites River Hut – Continued
from page 7)

patchy.

we were close and we soon emerged
from the trees to see the hut directly in
front, but on the ‘wrong’ side of the
creek. We had travelled too far north
and come down further up the valley
than intended.

The army group trailed up behind
and provided splendid entertainment
as they frolicked and rolled in the
snowy steep lee side. Rahn and I
practiced telemarks. Marg reflected
on the view.

Crossing the swollen creek was a
challenge – the high drama being Marg
throwing her gloved mitten up over the
creek only to see it go up vertically and
fall straight into the water. A few
anxious moments and some heroic
work saved the day as Rahn and I
retrieved the soggy item from the
raging torrent.

We left early afternoon, retracting
our basic path and relishing the snow
bowls which provided plenty of
turning practice on slushy snow.

At five we retired, tired and a little wet,
to the shelter of the hut. It had taken us
six hours to ski from the Dam. This
was longer than expected.
The hut was popular. There were the
three of us, a couple camping in the
snow, and an army group from
Townsville comprising two women,
three men and a leader. They all slept
in the snow as well. Part of the training
they said. There were a few others
staying in the second hut who were
planning to leave the next morning.
We had the main hut to ourselves and
the ever present rats.
A magical evening scene unfolded as
the full moon illuminated the whole
valley and glistened off the snow
covered trees. The sky was crystal
clear.
Sunday morning greeted us as a
brilliant, cloudless, windless and warm
day. The foliage was greening as the
sun melted the snow covering and a
fantastic day’s skiing awaited us.
Sunday was spent skiing up to Dicky
Cooper Bogong and return. It was
typical spring conditions. The top is
more a series of juxtaposed rocky
outcrops than a distinct peak. These
provided a sheltered sunny lunch spot
with views to the Victorian alps, the
Main Range and to the Kerries.
Jagungal and Tabletop could not be
seen until Rahn and I climbed the
highest outcrop.
Jagungal was
shrouded in snow but further north
there was a distinct absence. We were
told that the trip to Jagungal was very

Wood collection for the pot-belly
stove now became a priority. The
black ‘Ultimate 500’ stove
maintained the hut a few degrees
warmer than outside and was
invaluable for drying damp clothing.
Rahn and I teamed up together with
the hut’s sled and brought in a hefty
load of solid dead timber – enough to
more than replace what we would
consume. We felt satisfied in having
done a good job.
Monday was a repeat day weather
wise as we made our way with full
packs back to the Rolling Ground. It
was good to be able to clearly see the
granite peaks and lay of the land at
last.
We initially kept to the shallow
valleys but ascended to the ridgetop
as we neared Guthega Trig. This
proved to be a mistake as we
encountered cornices and were
forced to cross over to the windward
faces. The decision to go up high
meant that there was more up and
down than we would have liked.
Guthega Trig, like Dicky Cooper
Bogong, is also more of a collection
of rocky outcrops than a distinct
peak. There was no evidence of a
trig arrangement though. From the
top we could see the expanse of the
valley from the Dam up to Consett
Stephens Pass and then down Windy
Creek on the western side. The Main
Range, Tate and Anderson were all
visible. Particularly noticeable was a
distinctive westward facing, vertical
rock wall at a bearing of 210
magnetic which contrasted markedly
with the aged and rounded Tate.
Some cornice practice on the way
down provided light entertainment as

we progressed over the now larger
snow free patch just South of Guthega
Trig. Indeed the cover had noticeably
deteriorated in the few days since our
ascent.
The descent to the Dam was
unremarkable, save the knowledge
that it is better to drop down early on
the lee side to minimise steep inclines
on the heavily skied ridge top. The
lee side provided good snow,
telemark opportunities, and long
straight runs to the end of the snow.
We carried our skis to the overnight
car park. This was unnecessary as
one of us could have collected the car
and driven back to pick us all up. I
said it was good character building –
part of the spring skiing experience.
Rahn admitted to a bit of whingeing.
A shower at Rascal and a bite to eat
brought on that delightful feeling of
restful recuperation after hard
exercise.
It was a great trip. Marg said that next
year she would train more and we
would again aim for Jagungal. We all
agreed in the destination but there was
an (erroneous) view expressed that it
was me who needed to be a bit fitter,
not Marg!
The wombeagle never made a return
appearance.
I always put 100% into my
work week:
• 12% on Monday
• 23% on Tuesday
• 40% on Wednesday
• 20% on Thursday, and
• 5% on Friday …

Rod Roberts talks on snow camping at the pre-season
function at CSE Camping

Membership Matters - Mike Vale
☺ Ms Kate McLoughlin and
☺ Holly May
Who have recently upgraded from
Junior to Full membership.
— —— —

Farewell also to the
following members who
have resigned:
WELCOME TO OUR NEW
MEMBERS
A very warm RASCAL welcome to the
following new Members.
☺ Mr Peter Dunnet
- Christopher Dunnet
- Matthew Dunnet
☺ Dr Peter Fahy
- Erin Fahy-Hampton
- Liam Fahy-Hampton
☺ Ms Kay Hampton
☺ Mr Keith McCulloch
- Tahlia McCulloch
☺ Mr Peter Overton
- Henry Overton
- Megan Overton
And to:

Mr John Vincent
Mr Philip O’Sullivan
— —— —

And finally – a reminder
to the following
members whose
membership renewals
for 1999 had not been
received @28 June 99
Mrs Susan Buckingham
Ms Suwanna Buckley
Mrs Alice Buckley
Mr John Buckley
Mr Nigel Bushell
Mr John Creasey

Mr Philip Doherty
Mrs Maureen Doherty
Mr Steven Doszpot
Mrs Maureen Doszpot
Ms Amy Doszpot
Mrs Kerry Douglas
Dr Jennifer Dunlop
Mr Alastair Evans
Mrs Marilyn Hatton
Mr Bernie Little
Mr David MacKenzie
Mr Craig Midson
Mrs Jill Mutton
Dr Philip Mutton
Miss Kathryn Nedeljkovic
Mr Damien Nedeljkovic
Mr Philip O'Sullivan
Mr Rodney Paule
Mrs Judy Paule
Dr Dick Quan
Mr Robert Rawson
Mrs Marelle Rawson
Mrs Ros Sorensen
Ms Savy Spannari
Mr Vic Spannari
Ms Fiona Stafford-Bell
Dr Ian Wilkinson
Mrs Ann Wilkinson
Mrs Sue York
Mr Peter York
— —— —

The RASCAL Office will move from Kaleen to Scullin on 30 July 1999.
The NEW key pickup address will be 25 Duigan Street, Scullin, ACT, 2614
The NEW phone number will be (02) 6255-3411 (but not until 31 July)

The RASCAL PO Box and e-mail address WILL NOT CHANGE
The old RASCAL phone number will continue to operate until the end of the year and please don't ring the new number
until August – it won‘t answer. Special arrangements will be made for all members who have booked and were due to
pick up a keys from Kaleen in August. A new booking sheet with the new numbers and address is enclosed – please use
this form only from 1 August 1999. We apologise for any inconvenience that may occur during the move.

